Dollars and Good Sense Family Fun Money Games™
Community –Supported Financial Literacy and Money Wellness for the ENTIRE Family
Knowledgeable Experts
Caring Atmosphere
Guided Support for Success

Helping Families with Simple, FUN and Practical Money Tools—For LIFE!
Communities Benefit when Families are Thriving

Learn

Grow

Succeed

Families and small businesses are truly the very heartbeat of our community.
When they are growing and thriving, we ALL benefit. When they are struggling,
we all feel the strain—physically, emotionally and financially.
.
Dollars and Good Sense Family Fun Money Games is designed to provide an
innovative, fun, actionable and sustainable caringly GUIDED weekly live and
digital learning program which encourages and equips families to take charge
of their money wellness—for LIFE!

The TRAGIC Reality and a GROWING Problem
Costs are rising, families are hurting and it’s getting worse

70% of families are running
on financial fumes!

82% of divorces cite money problems as their MAIN reason to split
57% of Americans (183.2 million) have less than $1,000 in savings
39% of Americans have ZERO in savings! (2017)
Less than 15% of schools (k-12) are teaching basic money skills
86% of high school teens do not believe they are learning good money skills
2.5+million grandparent households are raising their grandkids Money
problems are a leading cause of homelessness and addictions Parent
regret: I wished I knew more about money so I could teach my kids

Why WHAT (and HOW we DO it) WORKS!
Simply stated: One size does NOT fit all. Money means something
different to each person in your family. Just ask any 3 year old.
Add to that different learning styles based on a person’s gender,
age, knowledge, their life experiences...plus there is also a LOT of
anxiety and shame around past money decisions.
By combining fun, age-appropriate learning modules that the
entire family can comfortably master in their best learning style,
(at the same time!) confidence grows, shame diminishes and open
communication becomes a foundation for solid money decisions.

* Learn more about the program—over please

The MAGIC: Parents Learn + Kids Learn = Dollars and Good Sense Family!
Parents learn to take charge of their money wellness...
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Kids onsite so no daycare needed!
Weekend live seminar overview, led
by caring, certified professionals
Optional deeper money topic focus
with live/online access (for 8 weeks)
Q&A and Office hours for support
Private group learning tools
Mini-subgroups for debt, tax and
credit recovery support needs

Using simple sustainable tools and resources to make smarter money choices...
PLUS interactive learning for smart money commander kids
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Imagine: Dr Penny Wise (like Mr Rogers)
meets the Muppets and Dora the Explorer
Zany puppets & caring human helpers
Songs, adventures and lots of games
Age-appropriate videos kids love
Hands-on activities deepen learning
Color pages, puzzles and prizes
A Commander graduation ceremony!

Safe, fun-filled and caring environment
where kids are learning smart money skills
at the same time as their parents!
To Learn How You Can Help…Click Here or email info@dollarsandgoodsense.org

